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1. INTRODUCTIOI*~ 
In the Euclidean n-space of real variable x :z (xi , x2 ,..., x,) we shall consider 
the exterior domain Q lying outside a simply connected and bounded domain 
with suitable smooth boundary aQ. Denote 0 = 52 v  aJ2. 
Then we shall consider the exterior elliptic boundary value problems of the 
form: 
=f(x, u) in Q, 
(1.1) 
BU G f  U<.j(X) COS(V, Xj) g + h(X) U 
J .j=l 1 
=+(x, u) on 652, 
where v  is the outer normal to XJ at x (with respect to Q) and (I,, .v,) is the angle 
between the normal Y and the positive direction of xi-axis. 
In [14], we have obtained some results concerning the existence theory of 
bounded positive solutions (BPsolutions) of the problem (1.1). .4bove all, the 
existence theory about the maximal and minimal BPsolutions for all BPsolutions 
with certain restrictions of the problem (1 .l) is fundamental. However, we have 
not yet investigated the existenceness of other BPsolution between those two 
BPsolutions. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate, under the assumptions of certain 
nonlinearities forf(r, U) and #( x u in u, the number of BPsolutions between the , ) 
maximal and minimal BPsolutions of the problem (1 .l). The essential idea to 
accomplish this object is a concept of the degree of contact of these maximal and 
minimal BPsolutions. In connection with this work, we should mention that we 
have been stimulated by a number of recent studies by H. Amann [2-61, 
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T. Laetch [ll-121, M. Steuerwalt [16] and many others (e.g. [7], [9] and [15]) 
concerning the uniqueness and multiplicity of solutions of nonlinear elliptic 
boundary value problem in a bounded domain. 
The following section is composed of our assumptions, definitions and funda- 
mental propositions. In section 3, we consider the case of convexities off(x, U) 
and 4(x, U) in u, and introduce the concept of the degree of upper contact of the 
maximal and minimal BPsolutions of the problem (1.1). By using this degree, 
we discuss that the problem (1 .l) h as only one, at least two or exactly an infinite 
number of BPsolutions. In the last section, the case of concavities off(x, U) and 
4(x, u) in u are discussed. For this purpose, we introduce the concept of the 
degree of lower contact of the maximal and minimal BPsolutions of the problem 
(1. I), and we derive the similar multiplicity theorem to the results of H. Amann 
[5]. With the aid of these means, we obtain the results that the problem (1.1) 
has only one, at least three or exactly an infinite number of BPsolutions. 
Throughout this paper, in stead of the maximal and minimal BPsolutions, we 
may consider two arbitrary BPsolutions ui and us (ui 3 us). As a matter of 
course, the same results follow. Accordingly, we discuss only the former case. 
The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Professor A. Ono for his 
kind counsel and guidance. He also wishes to thank Professors T. Kusano and 
S. Huzino for their constant encouragement. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we shall state Fundamental Assumptions, Definitions and 
Propositions. 
Let 9 be an n-dimensional bounded domain, and denote g = 39 u 9 where 
a3 is the boundary of 9. Then we define the norm of u E Cm(g) by 
where 
ak1 a"2 a"- Dk--.-...- 
ax:, a+ ax> 
and 
Also, we define the norm of u E Cm+a@) (0 < 01 < 1) by 
II UII c*+vm = II u IIpy9) + my* SUP I Dk44 - D”4~)lll x - y I=> X,lJEis 
where I x - y j denotes the distance between the points x and y. 
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Let p be any number >l. Then we define by WPV’(9) the Sobolev space 
equipped the norm 
and further define the boundary norm of 4 E We-“’ by 
where the infimum is taken with respect to all functions u E WDm(B) which 
equal # on 29. 
Throughout this paper, we make the following. 
Fundamental assumptions. 
(2.1) The coefficients aij(x) 6 C1+a(a), a&z) = aji(x), and a,(x), aO(x) E 
Cq2); 
(2.2) The operator L is uniformly elliptic in Q, that is, there exists a 
positive constant A such that the following inequality holds 
for all x E 52 and all real vector [ = (5, , 5, ,..., 5,); 
(2.3) The coefficient h(x) E Cl+*(asZ) and is the trace on ZJ of a function 
H(x) E c1+qGy; 
(2.4) a,,(x) 3 r2 > 0 in 0, r being a constant, and h(x) > 0 on aJ2; 
(2.5) The boundary asZ is of class C2+=; 
(2.6) Denote R+ = [0, 00). Then, f(x, u) E Cl@ x R+) and 4(x, u) E 
cl+qasz x R+); 
(2.7) f(~, 0) 2 0 f or all x E Q, and there exists a positive constant KI such 
that 
f(X> 63 -f(x, 7) 3 -&(6 - 711, 
for all x ED and all 5, 7) satisfying 0 < 7 < [ < 00; 
(2.8) $(x, 0) > 0 for all x E aQ, and there exists a positive constant K, such 
that 
4(x, 0 -+(x,rl) 2 --K2(5 - 711, 
for all x E aGr and all [, 7 satisfying 0 < 7j < 5 < 00. 
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Using the above constant KI and K, , we consider the boundary value problem 
of the form: 
Lu + K,u = f  (x, u) + K,u in 0, 
BU + K,u =4(x, U) + K,u on Z?. (2.9) 
Then, this problem is obviously equivalent to the problem (1.1). 
Now, we set 
f  *(x, u) = f  (x, u) + K,u in Q. (2.10) 
Then we can easily see from (2.7) that the function f  *(x, u) is nondecreasing in u. 
Furthermore, since f *(x, 0) 3 0 in 52, it follows that f *(x, u) is nonnegative in 
u E R+ for all x E L?. Similarly, when we set 
9*(x, U) z +(x,u) + K,u on aQ, (2.11) 
it follows from (2.8) that the function 4*(x, u) is nondecreasing and nonnegative 
in u E R+ for all x E iX2. Also, the functions f  *(x, u) and 4*(x, u) have the same 
continuities as f(x, u) and $(x, u), respectively, and L + KI and B + K, are 
differential operators of the same type as L and B, respectively. Accordingly, 
under the assumptions (2.7) and (2.8) we assume without loss of generality 
throughout the remainder of this paper that 
(A) f  (x, u) is nondemeasing and nonnegative in u E Rf for all x E I2, and 
+(x, u) is nondecreasing and nonnegative in u E Rf for all x E X2. 
Definitions. 
Superlinear and sublinear. About the nonlinearities of f  (x, u) and 4(x, u) 
with respect to u, we give definitions as follows: 
If f  (x, u) satisfies that, for all s E [0, 11, x E L? and u E R+, 
f  (x, 4 < sf (x, u), (2.12) 
we say that f  (x, u) is superlinear in u. 
While, if the above inequality sign reverses, i.e., 
f  (x, 4 3 sf (x, 4 (2.13) 
we say that f(x, u) is sublinear in u. 
Similarly, if 4(x, u) satisfies that, for all s E [0, 11, x E asZ and u E R+, 
5% 4 < C&x, 4, (2.14) 
we say that $(x, u) is superlinear in u. 
While, if the above inequality sign reverses, i.e., 
d(x, 4 > SW 4, (2.15) 
we say that +(x, u) is sublinear in u. 
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Remark 2.1. The superlinearities of f(~, u) and $(x, U) in u imply that 
fh f4lu and 4( X, u >/ II are nondecreasing in U. While, the sublinearities off(x, U) 
and 4(x, U) in u imply that f(~, U)/U and 4(x, u)/u are nonincreasing in u. 
Supersolution and subsolution. In order to discuss the existence of bounded 
solutions of the problem (l.l), we define a supersolution and a subsolution for the 
problem (1.1). A function 8(x) is called a supersoZution for the problem (1.1) if 
6 E C2+a(D) and 
LG >f(x, 6) in Q, B4 > 4(.x, 6) on &Q, 
and a function V(X) is called a subsoZution if VE C2+-m(a) and 
(2.16) 
LV <<(xl V) in Q, Be <$(x, F) on 8Q. (2.17) 
A supersolution (subsolution) is called a strict supersolution (strict subsobtion) if it 
is not a solution of the problem (1.1). 
Local stability. In order to discuss the behavior of BPsolutions, we define the 
concept of local stability for BPsolutions of the problem (1 .I). Let u, and us be 
BPsolutions of the problem (1.1). If for any E > 0 there exists a neighborhood 
U of at least some one infinite point such that j ui(x) - u2(x)l < E for all 
x E U, then we say that the BPsolutions u1 and up are locally stable. 
,4 condition and propositions. 
Finally, we shall state the fundamental condition and propositions which are 
repeatedly used throughout the remainder of this paper. 
We denote by (B) the following condition: 
(B) The probZem (1.1) possesses a supersolution G(x) and a subsolution a(x) 
such that 0 < V(X) < 6(x) < co in Q. 
In the following, the first proposition is the maximum principle so as to 
govern bounded solutions in an unbounded domain, and is proved in [13]. The 
second proposition is the theory guaranteeing the existence of at least one BP- 
solution of the problem (1. l), and is proved in [ 141. 
Remark 2.2. When we consider about bounded solutions defined in an 
unbounded domain, we have to discuss the existence of an anti-barrier at 
infinity for the operator L. But, it is well known that, under the assumptions 
(2.1), (2.2) and (2.4), there exists an anti-barrier at infinity for the operator 1, 
(e.g., see [IO]). Hence, we omit the comment about them. 
PROPOSITION I. Let the assumptions (2.1)-(2.5) be satisfied, and let u(x) be 
bounded above and of class C2+a(o). If u(x) satisfies that Lu > 0 in Sz and Bu > 0 
on all, then either U(X) = 0 in 8 or u(x) > 0 in 0. 
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PROPOSITION II. Let the assumptions (2.1)-(2.8) and the condition (B) satisjed. 
Then there exists at least one BPsolution u(x) of the problem (1.1) which belongs to 
the class C2+D(D) and satisjes the reZation V(X) < u(x) < G(x) in J?, where a(x) 
and G(x) are a subsolution and a supersolution of the problem (l.l), respectively. 
Furthermore, there exist the maximal solution d(x) and the minimal solution ii(x) 
in the sense that the relation U(X) < U(X) < u(x) < d(x) < 6(x) is satisfied for all 
x E D andfor any BPsoZution u(x) of the probZem (1 .l) such that f?(x) < u(x) < 6(x) 
in 0. 
3. CONVEX 
The purpose of this section is to present some results on a number or behavior 
of BPsolutions of the problem (1.1) under the assumption that the functions 
f (x, u) and 4(x, u) are convex in u; i.e., for all s E [0, l] and all 0 < 7 < 5 < co, 
f  (x, ~71 + (1 - 4 5) < sf (x, 7) + (1 - 4f (x, 0 in Q (3.1) 
and 
+(x, srl + (1 - 4 5) < SC@, 7) + (1 - 4 4(x, 5) on aQ. (3.2) 
In this case, if f  (x, 0) = 0 f or all x E 52 and $(x, 0) = 0 for all x E asZ, we assume 
in stead of the conditions (3.1) and (3.2) th e weaker condition that f  (x, u) and 
$(x, u) are superlinear in u (see, (2.12) and (2.14)). 
Now, suppose that f(x, u) and +( x u are convex (superlinear) in u. Then, it , ) 
follows from the equalities (2.10) and (2.11) that f  *(x, u) and 4*(x, u) are also 
convex (superlinear) in u. Therefore, in addition to the assumption (A), we 
assume without loss of generality the conditions of convexities or superlinearities 
for f(x, u) and 4(x, u) in u. 
In order to accomplish our purpose in this section, we first introduce the 
concept of the degree of upper contact for the two BPsolutions ti and Q which 
are the maximal and minimal BPsolutions of the problem (l.l), respectively. Let 
y be an arbitrarily positive constant. Then we consider the set 
f = (y: yzqx) > 27(x), x E A?}. 
Obviously, the set f is nonempty. We call the value inf,,f f the degree of upper 
contact of ii and @, and denote it by p(zZ, s), or simply 9. 
Remark 3.1. Clearly, 0 < ?(a, a) < 1. 
Next, we recall the assumptions (2.7) and (2.8) with respect to the nonnegativi- 
ties off (x, u) and 4(x, u), and classify those into the following two cases: 
I. f(x, 0) = 0 in D and 4(x, 0) = 0 on EK’; 
II. f(x, 0) > 0 in D and 4(x, 0) > 0 on E@, 
not be both identically zero. 
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We shall first discuss about Case I, and next try to apply these results for 
Case II. As mentioned previously, in Case I we shall assume that f(~, U) and 
4(x, u) are superlinear in u, and study a number or behavior of BPsolutions of 
the problem (1 .l). 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that Case I hold. Let the assumptions (2.1)-(2.8) und 
the condztion (B) be satisfied, and let zi and ii be the maximal and minimal BPsolutions 
qf the problem (l.l), respectively. If f(x, u) and 4(x, u) satisfy the superlinearities 
(2.12) and (2.14), respectively, then it follows that 
(i) $?(&a) = 1, h t e problem (1.1) has either the only one BPsolution or 
more than two locally stable BPsolutions; 
(ii) ; f  0 < y(ti, @) < 1, th ere exists an infinite number of BPsolutions {vi) 
such as 
ii<~~<v~<v~<~~~<zi in 0. (3.3) 
Particularly, ifpti = u holds in 8, there exist the functions m(x) and n(x) such that 
f (x, u) = m(x) for all x E Sz and u < u < zi, and 4(x, u) = n(x) u for all x E X? 
and u < u < 6. In this case, each solution vi in (3.3) has the form of a constant 
multiple of ii. 
Proof. By using the constant p(zi, ii), we define the function w = $X - ii in 
a. From the superlinearities off (x, u) and #(x, u), and from Remark 3.1, we 
have 
Lw = yf(x,zi) -f(x,G) >f(x, $2) -f(x, iZ) > 0 in Q, 
Bw = $3$(x, 22) - $(x, 5) > 4(x, $2) - 4(x, ii) > 0 on &Q. 
Since w is bounded above, it follows from Proposition I that either w = 0 in !? 
or w > 0 in D, i.e., 
either $22 = ii in Q or jXi > ii in Q. (3.4) 
Here, we classify the value of 9 into two cases: 
(i) p = 1 or (ii) O<f<l. 
Now, we discuss the relation (3.4) to each case. 
Cuse (i). Obviously, either Ei = z% in a or 6 > ii in a, that is, the problem 
(1.1) has either a unique BPsolution or at least two BPsolutions. In the latter 
case, we consider such a sphere .ZR with a sufficiently large radius R about the 
origin as .ZR n L? is nonempty. Then, since ti > ii in 0, it follows that there 
exists a positive constant <I such that d(x) - a(x) 3 E, for all x E Q n 2, . 
Now, suppose that there exists a positive constant Ed such that a(x) - a(x) 3 Ed 
for all x E (0 - za). Then, it follows that, for the constant E,, = min[c, , EJ, 
ii(x) - U(X) 2 E,, for all x E D. This contradicts to be 7 = 1. Therefore, there 
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exists a neighborhood U of at least some one infinite point such that, for any 
E > 0, zi(~) - g(x) < E for all x E U. This means that the BPsolutions zi and z 
are locally stable. 
Case (ii). Since 0 < 9 < 1, we can select a sufficiently small positive con- 
stant E such that 0 < E < 1 - 9. We now define the two functions ti and a as 
follows: 
zi, = (f + c) zi and fiT=(l+f)U in 8. 
Firstly, since zi > ti in 0, we have 
ii<fT<iG<d in Q. (35) 
Next, it follows from the superlinearities (2.12) and (2.14) that 
Lei, = (9 + h)f(x, 22) >f(x, (9 + e) 22) =f(x, d) in Q, 
B8 = (9 + c) +(x, 22) 3 4(x, (9 + fx) d) = +(x, Bi)) 
(3.6) 
on EK2. 
On the other hand, since Remark 2.1 implies that, if 1 < s’, s’f(x, u) <f(~, s’u) 
in 52 and s’$(x, U) < 4(x, si) on 8Q, we have 
L@ = (I + c)f(x, 2%) ,<f(x, (I + E) ii) = f(x, W) in Q, 
Bi% = (1 + e) +(x, U) < +(x, (1 + 6) G) = 4(x, a) 
(3.7) 
on ZXJ. 
These relations (3.6) and (3.7) imply that eir and @ are a suppersolution and a 
subsolution of the problem (1 .l), respectively. Hence, from proposition II we 
can find a BPsolution q of the problem (1.1) such that ii < LV < q < zi, < zi 
in 0. 
Continuously, we also consider the contact 3, = f(z2, q). Since ZY < vi < 
(9 + E) ti < zi in fi, it follows easily that 0 < $ < 9 + E < 1. Hence, we can 
select a sufficiently small positive constant cr such that wr < (1 + er) or < 
(A + Q) zi < zi inD. By the same method as (3.6) and (3.7) we can see also that 
tir = (A + q) ii and a1 = (1 + or) q are a supersolution and a subsolution of 
the problem (1. I), respectively. Proposition II implies that there exists a solution 
vs such that vr < tir < vs < ~5~ < 4 in Q. Furthermore, consider the contact 
$ = $(tz, 71%). Since 0 s<(&+~r)Zi<a in an, clearly $<~r+~r<l. 
Hence, we can similarly find a solution vs such that vs < vs < zi in a. By 
repetition of this argument, we can obtain the infinite solutions {q} such as 
ii<v1<v2<v3<**-<zi in Q. (3-g) 
Finally, we consider the special case $Z = g. Obviously, La = 9Lti = gj(x, d) 
in Q and Bii = yBz2 = j+A(x, zi) on ZJ. On the other hand, since LS =f(x, U) 
in 52 and BZT = 4(x, ii) on aQ, we have 
f(x, U) =ff(x, 22) in !J and 4(x, G) = $j(x, zi) on aQ, 
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Now, let z’ be any function such that v  E C(a) and u < v  < zi in D. Then, it 
follows from the above and Remark 2.1 that there exist two functions m(x) and 
n(x) such that f(x, v) = f(x, ~(x))/@(x) v  = m(x) v  for all x E 52 and u < ZJ ~g 2i, 
and, 9(x, v) = 4(x, u(x))/u(x) v  = m(x) v  for all x E aQ and u < v  < 6. In this 
case, we can easily see that any solution vi in (3.8) is a constant multiple of U. 
We complete the proof of Theorem. 
Xext, as mentioned at the beginning of this section, under the assumptions 
(3.1) and (3.2), we shall consider Case II by using the results of the above 
Theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that Case II hold. Let the assumptions (2.1)-(2.8) and 
the condition (B) be satisfied, and let ii and ii be the maximal and minimal BPsolutions 
of the problem (l.l), respectively. Iff(x, u) and 4(x, u) satisfy the convexities (3.1) 
and (3.2). respectively, then it follows that 
(i) ij f(G, U) = 1, k t e problem (1 .l) has either the only one BPsolution or 
more than fzuo locally stable BPsolutions; 
(ii) ; f  0 < f(Ei, U) < 1, the problem (1 .I) has at least two BPsolutiom, and, 
in addition, if the problem (I. 1) has the third BPsolution v,, such as u < v0 < li 
in 0 and f&z?, v,J < 1, there exists an infinite number of BPsolutions {vi> such that 
U<v,<v,<v,<v,<...<zi in Q. (3.9) 
Particularly, if ?‘(zi - ii) = v,, - ii in D, then there exist functions m,(x), m,(x), 
nt(x) and n&x) such as 
and 
f (x, u) = ml(x) u + m,(x) in Q, 
(b(x, u) = nl(x) u + n2(x) on X?. 
In this case, any solution vi in (3.9) has the form vi = u + pi(2i - U) in D, where 
pi is a suitable constant such that 0 < t.~~ < 1 for each i. 
Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we first classify the value of 
f  (0 < 9 < 1) into the two cases: 
(i) 9 = 1 or (ii) 0 <+ < 1, 
and discuss a number or behavior of BPsolutions of the problem (1.1) to each 
case. 
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Case (i). Since Q < a in a, it is clear from the nondecreasingness off(x, u) 
and $(x, U) in u that 
L(6 - iT) = f(x, 22) - f(x, ii) 3 0 in 52, 
B(ti - U) = 4(x, 22) - 95(x, iX) > 0 on aJ2. 
Hence, Proposition I implies that either zi = E in fi or u < zi in 0. In the latter 
case, by the same manner as Case (i) in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can see 
that zi and u are locally stable. These facts mean that the problem (1.1) has 
either the only one BPsolution or more than two locally stable BPsolutions. 
Case (ii). Since 0 < 7 < 1, ?i and ii are strictly distinct BPsolutions, i.e., 
g(x) < d(x) for all x E 8. Obviously, the problem (1.1) has at least two BPsolu- 
tions zi and Al. 
Next, we assume that there exists the third solution w0 of the problem (1.1) 
such that ii < 7~s < zi in 0 and $,(a, v,,) < 1. Then we shall show that there 
exist infinite BPsolutions {vi} satisfying (3.9). 
Obviously, f(zi, U) < $,,(a, v,,). Set w = v - ti in 8, where v is any function 
belonging to the class Cz+E(@ and satisfying ii < v < zi in D. Then we define 
the following functions: 
J(x, w) z f(x, w  + II> - f(X, 4 in Q, 
&x,w)z+(x,w + ii)-+(x,ii) on ai2. 
(3.10) 
Obviously J(x, 0) = 0 in Q and 6(x, 0) = 0 on LX2, p(x, w) and 6(x, w) are 
nondecreasing in w, and, for any s E [0, I], 
j(x, SW) < sf(x, w) in L? and &x, SW) < S&(X, W) on asZ. 
Here, we consider the problem with respect to w: 
Lw =f(x, w) in Q, 
BW =6(x, W) on iXL 
(3.11) 
From the above facts concerningf”(x, w) and 6(x, w), this problem is equivalent 
to the problem in Case I. 
On the other hand, if we set eir = zi - ii and w, = z+, - E inD, it easily follows 
from the assumption of f,(ti, ws) < 1 that 9’(8, w,,) < 1. Therefore, corres- 
ponding r$ and w,, to ?i and u in Case (ii) of Theorem 3.1, respectively, we obtain 
the infmite solutions {wi} of (3.11) such as 
Wo<Wl<w2<w,<~~~<d in 0. (3.12) 
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W’e now set wi + u = vi in s for all i. Then we can easily see that all v, 
satisfy the problem (1.1): 
LVi =f(x, WJ +f(x, u) =f(x, Vi) in Q, 
Bvi = 4(x, wi) + 4(x, U) = 4(x, vi) 
(3.13) 
on an. 
This implies that the problem (1.1) has the infinite solutions {vi}. Furthermore, 
applying W~ -= vi - u to the relation (3.12), we obtain the relation (3.9). 
Particularly, if P’zZ = w,, , it follows from Case (ii) of Theorem 3.1 thatj(x, w) 
and &x, w) have the following forms: for certain functions m,(x) and n,(x), 
J(x, w) = ml(x) w in Q and &x, w) = q(x) zu on an, 
i.e., 
f(x, u) = m,(x) u + mz(x) in Q, 
$(x, u) = nl(x) f.4 + nz(x) on aQ, 
where m,(x) =f(~, U) - m,(x) u and na(x) = 4(x, ii) - nr(x) U. In this case, 
each solution wi is a constant multiple of w,, , that is, each solution vi has the form 
vi = u + ~~(a - Al) (0 < pi < 1). We complete the proof of Theorem. 
Finally, under additional assumptions about the minimal solution U, f(~, U) 
and 4(x, u), we consider only Case (ii) of the above Theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Assume the case: 0 < +(a, U) < 1 in Theorem 3.2. In addi- 
tion to the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, suppose that there exists a positive constant p 
such as u 2 p in a, and suppose that fu(x, a) 3 a(x) for al2 x E Q and C&(X, U) >, 
h(x) for all s E &Q. Then, the problem (1.1) h as an infinite solutions (vi} such that 
ii<v,<v,<v,<v,<-.-<ti in Q. 
Proof. In order to complete the proof, it is sufficient to show that, under the 
given assumptions, there exists the third solution v,, of (3.11) such that ii < v,, < 
zi in 0 and $,(zi, v,J < 1. Set ~5 = Ei - u in n, and let <I be a sufficiently small 
constant such that 0 < E* < I - 9. From (3.10) and the superlinearities of 
J(x, w) and $(x1 w), we have 
L(1 - q) 6 = (1 - Er)j(X, ti) >f”(X, (1 - Er) ti) in Qn, 
B(l - Q) d = (1 - or) &x, ti) > &x, (1 - Q) 2;) on as. 
Also, since fti 3 u and u > p, we have ti > (p + EJ 6 - il > cIp in g. Hence, 
we can select a sufficiently small constant ~a such that 0 < E? < 1 and (I - Q) ti 
>, l 2 in 8. 
Furthermore, from the assumptions of fu(x, a) and &(x, u), and from the 
convexities of f(x, U) and 4(x, u) in u, we have 
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These imply that (1 - Q) ti and Ed are a supersolution and a subsolution of 
(3.1 l), respectively, such that (1 - Q) ti 3 t’s in 0. Proposition II implies that 
there exists the solution eir, of (3.11) corresponding to w,, in the proof of Case (ii) 
in Theorem 3.2 such that l s < ti,, < (1 - l i) ni, in a. Furthermore, since 
tiO < (1 - EJ eir < zi, in 8 obviously 0 < pr(ti, 4) < 1. Hence, Theorem 3.1 
implies that there exist the infinite solutions (wi} of (3.11) such that 
O<q)<~,<ti,<d,<~~~<ei7 in 8. 
Here, set di + zi = z+ for i = 0, 1,2 ,.... Then, each vi is a solution of (1.1) as 
seen in (3.13). Thus, we have the infinite BPsolutions {vi> of the problem (1.1) 
such that 
ii<v,<v,<v,<v,<~~~<U in Q. 
We complete the proof of Corollary. 
4. SUBLINEAR 
In this section, we shall discuss a number of BPsolutions of the problem (1.1) 
provided that the functions f(~, U) and C( x u are sublinear in U. It should be , ) 
noted that if f(x, U) and 4(x, U) are concave in u, i.e., for all s E [0, I] and all 
0<77<5<(Q 
f(x, ~7 + (1 - 4 0 2 sf(x, 7) + (1 - 4.h 5) in Q, 
and 
C(x, ~7 + (1 - s) 5) 3 4(x, 7) + (1 - s> 4(x, 5) on a-Q, 
then it follows from (2.7) and (2.8) that f(~, U) and 4(x, U) are sublinear in U. 
But, in this case the converse does not hold (e.g., see [12]). 
Before stating our results, we shall prepare some lemmas which are generaliza- 
tions of H. Amann’s results [5, 61 in a sense that our lemmas can apply to the 
problem (1 .l) defined in an unbounded domain. 
We begin with some well known estimates. Let d E G@) and e E Cl+=(X?) 
are nonnegative, where 01 is less than and sufficiently close to 1. Then, under the 
assumptions (2.1)-(2.6), there is only one bounded nonnegative solution 
u E C2+“(sZ) n Cl@) of the following boundary value problem (e.g., [IO]); 
Lu = d in Q, 
Bu = d on aQ. (4.1) 
Furthermore, let 9 be any bounded subset of Q, and denote Z9, = 89 V iX2. 
Then, we have well-known Schauder’s estimate and L,-estimates due to Agmon- 
Douglis-Nirenberg [l] for the above problem as follows, respectively, 
// u /j , c~+m(91 G C,(!l Lu /!cE(9) + II Bu ilcl+ata90J, (4.2) 
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and 
(4.3) 
where C, and C, are constants independent of u. I f  aa, is empty, we may omit 
the boundary terms. Furthermore, let p E (1 - 1 /p, I), where p is an arbitrary 
constant greater than 1. Then, as a consequence of Gagliardo’s theorem [8], 
we obtain the following estimate for all # E Cu(E@), 
where Cs is a constant independent of (CI. 
Next, we consider a fixed point equation, Let El and E, be Banach spaces, and 
denote by T(E, , E,) the Banach space of all continuous linear operators 
T: El + E, . In addition, we denote by S(d, e) the bounded nonnegative solu- 
tion u of (4.1) for every (d, e) E C@) x Cl+“(aQ). Then it follows from the 
estimate (4.2) that the solution operator S satisfies 
S E T(C$?) x Pa@), C2fa(o)). 
Since C*f”(@ and Cl+*(aQ) are dense in Cm@) and CE(8Q), respectively, S has 
obviously a unique continuous extension, denoted again by S, such that 
S E T(Cy@ x Ca@2), CM@?)). (4.5) 
From now on, we denote the set of all nonnegative functions belonging to 
Co(a) and C?(W) by C+m(a) and C+W(8Q), respectively. Moreover, we denote 
the set of all positive functions belonging to C+a(D) by intC,U(D). Then, it 
follows from Proposition I and (4.5) that the operator S is a continuous mapping 
from C+U(D) X C+a(aQ) into C+U(I;Li). 
Now, we denote by F and @, respectively, the corresponding Nemytskii 
operators of f:  a x R+ - R+ and #: asZ x R+ -+ R+. Then, we define the 
operator K: C+a(Q) + C&ll(a) by K(u) z S(F(u), @ o t(u)), where t denotes the 
trace operator which assigns to every u its boundary value u lm . In particular, 
if K(a) - K(U) E intC+a(@ for all u, z’ E C+E(o) with u < U, K is called a 
strongly increasing mapping. 
Using these notations, we consider the fixed point equation: 
u = K(u) in cqQ>. 
Also, we rewrite the problem (1 .I) as follows: 
(4.6) 
Lu =F(u) in Q, 
Bu = Q(u) 
(4.7) 
on a. 
After these preparations, we have some fundamental lemmas concerning (4.6) 
and (4.7). 
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LEMMA 4.1. Under the assumptions (2.1)-(2.6) with a Hiilder exponent OL 
being less than and suficiently close to 1, the equation (4.6) and the problem (4.7) are 
equivalent. Moreover, the operator K is a completely continuous and strongly 
increasing mapping from C+a(~) into itself. 
Proof. It is obvious that every BPsolution of (4.7) is a fixed point of (4.6). 
Conversely, suppose that u E C+a(Q) is a fixed point of (4.6), and further, let 
G be an arbitrary compact subset of 0 such that G C Q, aG 1 ZJ and aG is of 
class Ca+a, because the discussion near the boundary is more difficult than those 
in the interior. 
First, we show that this fixed point u belongs to class W,a(G). Since f  (x, u) E 
Cl@ x R+) and u E C+“(G), o b viously F(u) E C+U(G). Furthermore, Ca(G) 
is continuously imbedded in L,(G). Hence, we have 
IIWI~,(~, < const. II WlcoltG, . (4.8) 
On the other hand, since t is a continuous operator from C+U(a) into C+a(aQ) 
and 4(x, u) E C’l+“(aQ x R+), it is obvious that @ 0 t(u) E C+~(ZJ). Conse- 
quently, since, by hypothesis of 01, we may consider cy E (1 - l/p, l), it follows 
from the estimate (4.4) that 
II @ o WI w; - ~b(~~) G const. !I f-3 0 Wl,m~za, (4.9) 
Hence, applying (4.8) and (4.9) to the estimate (4.3), we have 
where C;, is a constant independing of u. This implies that u E WD2(G). 
Next, we show that u E C”+“(Q) n I’?(@. It is well known that, for p > n, 
WD2(G) is continuously imbedded in C1+O(G), where u = 1 - n/p. Since, by 
hypothesis of OL, we can select a number p such that p > n, we have u E Cl(G) n 
WD2(G). This implies clearly that F(u) E Cm(G). Consequently, it follows from 
the estimate (4.2) for any subdomain G’ C G such that &” n LX? is empty, that 
u E C2+ol(G’). Hence, u E C 2+a(G) n Cl(G). Since G may be an arbitrary sub- 
domain of 8 we have u E C2+“(0) n C’(a). Hence, this means that u is a 
bounded nonnegative solution of (4.7). 
Finally, we prove the latter part. It is clear that F: C+$?) + C+a(@ and 
@: C+~(~Q) --f C+E(?XJ) are bounded and continuous, and that t is a continuous 
linear operator from C+oi(@ into C+“l(&Q). Moreover, Wp2(G) is compactly 
imbedded in C?(G) for any compact subset G of g and for any p > n. Hence, it 
follows from (4.10) that K is a completely continuous mapping of C+@) into 
itself. Moreover, it follows easily from Proposition I that 5’ maps C+ti(8) x 
C+a(a.Q)\{(O, 0)) into intC+a(@. This fact implies that K is a strongly increasing 
mapping. We complete the proof. 
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The following multiplicity result due to H. Amann [5, Theorem 14.21 is the 
basis for the proof of our main result of this section. 
LEMMA 4.2 (H. Amann). Let E be ordered Banach space whose positive cone 
has nonempty interior. Suppose that there exist four points yi , pi E E (i = 1,2) with 
yi < y1 < y2 < j2 and a compact, strongly increasing mappzng K: E --+ E such 
that 
Then, K has at least three distinct Jixed point x, x1 and x2 such that yI < x1 < j1 , 
j&<~~dA,andj%<x-G~~. 
Using Lemma 4.1 and 4.2, we have 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that vI , tiz are bounded subsolutions and 6, , 6, are 
bounded super-solutions for the problem (1.1) such that 0 < ir, < vl < v2 < 8, , and 
such that 6, is a strict super-solution and v2 is a strict subsolution. Then, the problem 
(1 .l) has at least three distinct BPsolutions u, u1 and u2 such that vI < u1 Q 6, , 
f12 < u2 < 6, and ~~ < u < 6, in 0. 
Proof. As was seen in Lemma 4.1, the problem (1.1) is equivalent to the 
fixed point equation u = K(u) such that K: C+@) + C+a(~) is a compact and 
strongly increasing operator. Furthermore, C+a(Q) is clearly a positive cone of 
ordered Banach space with respect to the natural ordering of C(a), and C+a(Q) 
has a nonempty interior. Also, it follows from the hypotheses that Go , 6, E C+“(G) 
(i = 1,2), and that @r < K(v,), K(8,) < 6, , ?~a < K(Q) and K(6,) < 6, . These 
facts imply that four points fli, Bi (i = 1, 2) correspond to ri, ji (i = 1,2) in 
Lemma 4.2, respectively. Therefore, the conditions of Lemma 4.2 are satisfied. 
Hence, using Lemma 4.2, we can conclude that the equation (4.6) has at least 
three distinct fixed points u, u1 and ua such that flI < ur < 6, , IY~ << ua < 6, and 
fiz < u $ 6, . This means that the problem (1 .l) h as at least three distinct solu- 
tions u, ur and ua satisfying the relations of our assertions. This completes the 
proof of Lemma. 
Finally, we introduce the concept of the degree of lower contact of the maximal 
BPsolution 6 and the minimal BPsolution u of the problem (1.1) (cf. (2.10) and 
(2.11)). Let y be an arbitrarily nonnegative constant, and consider the set 
i- = (y: n(x) 3 pqx), x E Q}. 
Obviously, the set r is nonempty. We call the value supvEr r the degree of lower 
contact of ti and E, and denote it by ~(a, @), or simply 7. 
Remark 4.1. Clearly, 0 < ?(a, U) < 1. 
Now, we are ready for proving the main result of this section. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Under the assumptions (2.1)-(2.8) with 01 less than and su$i- 
ciently close to 1, suppose that f  (x, u) and 9(x, u) are sublinear in u. Moreover, let 
the condition (B) be satisJied, and let t2 and u be the maximal and minimal BPsolutions 
of the problem (l.l), respectively. Then, it follows that, 
(i) ; f  ~(a, u) = 1, the prob2em (1.1) has only one BPsolution, 
(ii) if 0 < y(t2, U) < 1, when there exists a positive constant v  such that 
C-z~>vin~, theproblem(l.l)h as at least three distinct BPsolutions, and when 
there does not exist a constant v  like that, BPsolutions of the problem (1.1) are locally 
stable. In the former case, if ii = 7~2 holds, there exist certain functions m,(x) and 
n,,(x) such that f  (x, u) = m,,(x) u for all x E Q and u < u < t& and +(x, u) = 
q,(x) u for all x E aQ and ii < u < 22. Accordingly, in this case, there exists exactly 
an inJinite number of BPsolutions {vi> such that any solution vi (U < vi < ti) is a 
constant multiple of ii. 
Proof. Using the lower contact D, we first define the function w = ti - ~1; 
in a. From the superlinearities off (x, u) and 4(x, u), and from Remark 4.1, we 
have 
Lw=f(x,ti)-jjf(x,d)>f(x,ii)-f(x,p2)>0 in Q, 
BW = 4(x, n) - y+(x, d) 2 4(x, a) - $(x, j%) > 0 on Z? 
Since w is bounded above, it follows from Proposition I that either w = 0 in 0 
or w > 0 in D, i.e., 
either ii = $32 in D or ii > 9 in Q. 
Now, we classify the value of 7 into the two cases: 
(4.11) 
(i) jJ = 1 or (ii) 0 < 7 < 1, 
and discuss the relation (4.11) to each case. 
Case (i). Obviously, either G = tl in a or P > li in a. However, since 
t2 > u in D, we have only the case ti = a in a. That is, the problem (1.1) has 
only one BPsolution. 
Case (ii). By the reason of (4.1 l), we first consider the case g > ~a in fi. 
Suppose that there exists a positive constant v such that t2 - ii > v in D. We 
consider any positive number or such that 1 - y > or , and define the two 
functions (1 - Q) li and (1 + q) Q in D. Then, from sublinearities off (x, u) and 
4(x, u), we have 
L((l - 4 4 = (1 - df(x, 4 <f(x, (1 - ~1) 4 in 
B((l - Q) fi) = (1 - EJ 4(x, ti) < 4(x, (1 - er) #) on 
L((1 + 4 U) = (1 + 4f(x, c) > f(x, (1 + cl) @> in 
B((1 + 4 a) = (1 + cl> +(x7 a) 2 4(x, (1 + q,) @) on 
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On the other hand, since zi and u are bounded in 0, we can find a suitably small 
positive number ~a such as v  > ~a(& + U) in 8. Accordingly, when we define the 
two functions (1 - EJ ti and (1 + l e) ii in D, we obtain 
(1 - EJ zi - (1 + Ep) 2-i = (a - u) - Ez(Zi i 27) 
3 v - ~~(22 + U) :> 0 in .Q. 
Now, let E be any constant such as 0 < E -< min[er , EJ, and denote iliz = 
(1 - l ) 6 and ti, = (I + l ) u in a. Obviously, tia and 6, are a subsolution and a 
supersolution of the problem (1.1) respectively, and satisfy the relation: 
az > tir in 8. If  W, or z& is a solution of the problem (1. l), the problem (1.1) has 
infinite solutions since E is an arbitrary number. Accordingly, we assume that 
~a and tir are a strict subsolution and a strict supersolution of the problem (1. l), 
respectively. Obviously, 0 < u < $r < tiz < zi in 8. Hence, the all conditions 
in Lemma 4.3 are satisfied. Therefore, it follows from Lemma 4.3 that the 
problem (1 .I) has at least three distinct BPsolutions U, ur and uz such as 
u~uu,~~,,zO,.~u,~ziand~~~~u~,in~. 
Next, we consider the case u = 7~ in Q. Obviously, LU = ~Lti = ij(x, 6) in 
.Q and Bii = ~Bzi = j$(~, ti) on &Q. On the other hand, LU =f(~, a) in Q and 
BZT = 4(x, ti) on asZ. Accordingly, we havef(nt, U) = ~j(x, zi) in 9 and 4(x, U) ~: 
j$(x, zi) on a!S, that 
Now, let v  be any continuous function such as ii < r~ < zi in D. Then, it 
follows from Remark 2.1 and (4.12) that 
and 
These imply that there exist two functions k(x) and C(X) such as f(~, v) = 
[f(~, ti(x))/a(x)] v  = C(x) v  for all XQ and u < v  < li, and +(x, v) = 
[4(x, ~(x))/ii(x)] v  z n”(x) v  for all x E ZS and u <v < 6. Accordingly, the 
problem (1.1) has infinite solutions {vi} such as each solution vui is a constant 
multiple of 2Z 
Finally, it is clear that, if there is no constant such as li - u > v > 0 in 0, 
ti and c are locally stable. These complete the proof of Theorem. 
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